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Cheers to you! Taking a step and making time to
read this guide is already a major gesture of how you
truly feel about your wellbeing. The world is in a funk
and with all that’s constantly happening around us,
self-care is  essential more than ever.
Firstly, let’s define the key elements here:

 •Self-care: the practice of taking an active role in
protecting one’s own well-being and happiness, in
particular, during periods of stress

•Indulgence: satisfaction or yielding freely to a
desire or interest. Similar: gratify, quench, give into.

The term indulgence has gotten a bad rep these
days simply because it is often associated with food
intake, guilty pleasures and such. However, some
things should be indulged and many shy away from
saying or doing these things because “indulgence”
makes it seem irresponsible, so to speak. Self-care
happens to be one of those things which must be
enjoyed, and specifically skin care rituals. Skin care
must be an experience to dive in to, take the time
and intentionally enjoy the process of.



Listen, the world is hard enough. In this day and age,
we are all constantly on the go. We are told to be
ambitious, have 10 streams of income, take care of our
bodies, ensure our mental health is in a good place,
balance a million things, and oh, don’t be a mother
also…you better be exceptional at it! The hustle and
bustle is all around and with no signs of slowing down.
Even taking a breather often comes with guilt,
because “there’s no time to waste.” But what good are
we to anyone else if we’re not calm, at peace and
happy first? Let’s change the perspective because if
you think about it, the only time you are truly alone,
most attentive to self and maybe have some calmness
is during your morning or evening skin care rituals. 

So whether you get 10, 15 or 20 minutes for your
routine, to take care of yourself by way of loving on
your skin, don’t you dare rush through. And no,
indulgence is not about the time spent, but more so
the intention to bask in the moment by enjoying every
moment. 



Society has tricked us and even pushed minimal skincare
routines down our throats. What event is that? Yes, some
products are multi-functional and convenient, yes we
love some on-the-go products but let’s not normalize
only using one or two products and calling it a day in
the name of being busy.

 We have one life and one body each and that moment
you get to care for that skin and body psychologically,
improves you in so many ways. It gets your creativity
flowing, it allows you grace to focus on yourself and
fine-tune the gears in your brain to get you going; so
don’t seek a one step routine to make up for time when
it’s not time you need but really a mindset shift around
the routine and the intention to care for yourself. That
quick one or two-step process may have also been
thrown together with so many toxic ingredients jammed
in one…for convenience. Sometimes opting for a quick
solution is not always a solution, but a temporary offer to
cover up the problem. The problem is your skin desires
love and nurture with non-toxic, nourishing products. The
problem is your skin deserves its own time dedicated to
receive its vitamins from start to finish, with better-for-
you ingredients and no gimmicks in the name of trends. 

Be intentional 



You don’t wake up and give your body one meal and
call that sufficient for 24 hrs. There’s breakfast, there’s
lunch, there’s dinner and even snacks in between. It
should be no secret that the skin behaves the same way
our inner bodies do…after all, they work together as
one system. Stating the obvious, the skin is the largest
organ we have. We need to acknowledge and treat it
as such. 

Glow village is dedicated to skin performance and
behavior, and as the skin requires its daily nutrients
from start to finish, our system works with you no matter
what stage your skin is in. We may all have different
skin types and exposed to various factors that affect
our skin but our skin’s molecular makeup are all the
same. The fundamental ingredients we need are
effective when formulated properly and without
additives. Skin needs a gentle cleanser, hydration,
collagen support and skin needs an oil regardless of
your skin type and lastly, skin needs love to blend it all
in. It’s a fact. Treat your skin good and it’ll represent you
well. 



So moving forward if you are not already, be
intentional. Be intentional first about the type of
products you put on your body, be intentional about
what the products you choose stand for, be intentional
about the products’ goals for you as a consumer, be
intentional about the ingredients used and be
intentional about consistency in your routine because
consistency is what yields the results we all so dearly
dream of. Our philosophy at glow village is, indulgence
prompts consistency, consistency leads to results, and
with results unveils a new level of confidence.

Challenge yourself to feel every step in your daily
skincare routines, not a rush and go process but with
true intention. Glow Village’s ‘complete glow kit’ not only
targets improvement in skin texture and appearance
but provides a soothing aromatherapy to your senses,
helping you relax and reset. 
With Glow Village’s skin-loving products, consistency
comes without effort. 

If you’ve made it to the end of this guide, you clearly
care much about your skin and more importantly,
prioritizing its care. For first time shoppers only, take
15% off your first Complete Glow Kit as you step into
true indulgence with our clean beauty products. 

Use code: MY15OFF at checkout and make the most of
your new beauty ritual! Make sure to tag us on socials
@glowvillage. We want to join your journey :)
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